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POINTS OF INTEREST… 

Tipster Champions League 
BetFan Daily Blog Updates 
BetFan Racecards & Ratings 
BetFan App For iOS 
BetFan App For Android 
BetFan TV 
Become A Tipster 
Become An Affiliate 
Help & Support 
Bet World Reviews 

SOCIAL MEDIA… 

Facebook 
Twitter 
Google Plus 
Youtube 

YOUR FREE TIPS… 

BetFan Free Tips 
Win Free Tips 
BetKudos Free Tips 
TipsterTV Free Tips

GOOD MORNING! 

Welcome to the Wednesday Issue of 
Your BetFan Sport Fix. 

Your free daily tips are now available 
and today they’re courtesy of BetFan’s 
Best of The Best, Nap Investor, Racing 
Business and Yard Info.


CLICK HERE they are ready and 
waiting for you and we wish you the 
best of luck with all todays sports 
betting.


Yours In Sport,


The BetFan Group


CLICK HERE!
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You can now get up to 3 Fantastic Top Tips to use as you wish. Use as Single Win 
Bets, Doubles or if you're feeling Super Lucky maybe go for a potential MEGA 
JACKPOT Treble!!! 

It may sound a bit like a Lucky Dip but we can assure you that this Brand New way of 
getting your Daily Tip Fix is only ever made available once we have some of the very 
best betting advice in the system! 

There’s no subscription to set up it’s simply a one off payment you make as and when 
you want them. You can choose 1 tip for £0.99, 2 tips for £1.49 or ultimately go for 
gold with 3 of the days very best tips for just £1.99. 

SPICE UP Your Daily Betting! CLICK HERE YOU MIGHT GET LUCKY!

http://betfan.com
https://members.betfanplus.com/yourtips/get.tips.php
https://members.betfanplus.com/yourtips/get.tips.php


Howard’s Eye-Catchers & Racing Hottie - By Howard Davis


What a great day for the Irish with the first three home in the Melbourne Cup and in 
particular for young Joseph O’Brien training the winner Rekindling. I believe this was 
the first 3 year old to win in about 40 years.

    

The colt was always smart and only carried a very light weight and had an inside 
barrier draw. It’s quite amazing to think how much bearing a good draw makes even 
over the longer staying trips. I watched the race closely and it was very interesting to 
see a few of the contenders who were drawn in the car park making significant late 
headway but could never hope of pegging back those that were prominent inside the 
final couple of furlongs.

    

One that did catch the eye was Joseph’s second string U.S. Army Ranger ridden by 
Jamie Spencer and I wouldn’t be surprised if he was gelded and sent on a jumping 
career.

      

The flat Season officially comes to an end this Saturday with the November handicap 
at Doncaster and I will take a stab at it for Howie’s Hottie with the Kevin Ryan trained 
Syphax who happens to be owned by Godolphin. This one is also a 3 year old who is 
a lightly raced big colt open to lots of improvement. At the time of writing I’m not sure 
if he is a certain starter but with the forecast set to stay dry he may well take his 
chance.
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EYE-CATCHERS 
FLAT 
  

Miss Blondell trainer M.Tregoning - A strong finishing 2nd at Lingfield after being 
hampered when making her challenge.

   

JUMPS 

High Bridge trainer B.Pauling - Ran well when in the frame in a good handicap hurdle 
at Ascot and should be fitter next time he runs.

 

Calipto trainer Venetia Williams - Never jumped with his usual fluency but still stayed 
on at the end. If brushes up his jumping he is well handicapped.


CLICK HERE For Howard's Betting Opportunity! 

Perfect Pasture Is The Horse To Back Today - By Rick Elliott


When the biggest football match of the night is an international friendly between 
Iceland and Czech Republic you know it’s a quiet one. It’s the week of the World Cup 
playoffs but before then the team that humbled England at last year’s Euros host the 
runners-up at Euro 96 in a meaningless fixture. Iceland have done it again and 
qualified for the World Cup and they could have some backers at 150/1 with Coral. 


There are four fixtures in the EFL Trophy but the most feisty match brings together 
Chester, the home team, and Wrexham in the National League. The two clubs are only 
13 miles apart but one is England and the other is in Wales. Wrexham are 19 places 
and 14 points ahead of their opponents in this fixture but on form the hosts are not 
without a chance. CHESTER can win as underdogs at 21/10 with Betfair. 


The theme of moderate fare continues with today’s racing. Nottingham is the principle 
meeting in Britain and the seven races are worth £47K in total while one of the many 
All Weather fixtures at Dundalk offers £27,000 more in prize money. Low prize money 
attracts poor horses and you can’t have a Cheltenham Festival or Aintree Grand 
National meeting every week. The top level of racing is flourishing but the grass roots 
offers abysmal prize money which could get worse if FOBT’s are restricted.   


The highlight of the card at Nottingham is a race that is run in the name of the wife of 
the late Henry Cecil. The Lady Cecil Handicap (2.15pm) is a class 2 contest for much 
below the level horses generally trained by Cecil. Hoof It is a former top class 
handicapper who has seen better days, much like one of the owners, the golfer Lee 
Westwood. The horse and player are both about 25/1 to win this week.
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Perfect Pasture is the top rated horse in the race. He has dropped down in the 
weights to a manageable mark and 7lb lower than when second in the same contest 
last year. The horse has won over course and distance so PERFECT PASTURE must 
be backed at 4/1 with William Hill to win Mrs Cecil’s race.


Bookie Welcome Offer!  
Mobile customers grab yourself a free £25 when signing up to this renowned bookie. 
The founding bookmaker behind the Placepot, these guys should be in your portfolio, 
today…


>>>Grab Your FREE £25 Bet Today<<<
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